vocal (may be sung one octave lower)

Massachusetts
Because of you our land is free
by
Bernard Davidson

March Tempo

(A) Bb

Oh Massachusetts That's where I was born, where two

(B) Eb

lamps on a steeple brightened up the dawn. And I

(C) F7

looked out all around me, and guess what I did see

(3) Bb

Paul Revere and Franklin, John Adams, Hancock and me

(Eb)

fighting for independence until our land was free, so I'm

(C F7)

coming back to Boston, Lexington and Concord too,

(Eb)

cause my home is freedom Massachusetts, I love you, Oh Massachusetts

(F7)

Massachusetts, My Massachusetts, Cradle of liberty, Oh Massachusetts

(Eb)

Massachusetts, My Massachusetts, Because of you our land is free, Oh Massachusetts

(3) Bb

Massachusetts, On top of Bunker Hill where the

(A) Bb

Plymouth Massachusetts, The mayflower dock and the
Then the Pilgrims found their head long
When they stepped on Plymouth Rock.
And in Massachusetts still
George Washington did call his hour
Guarding Boston harbor
When we threw out all the tea.
A man of minute men did fall.
We must be always
Fight for freedom on land and on the sea.
And give thanks to our freedom fighters who made Massachusetts great.
So I'm coming back to Boston
Kes-sington and Concord too.
Because my name is freedom Massachusetts I love you.
Oh Massachusetts my Massachusetts
Cradle of liberty
Oh Massachusetts my Massachusetts
Because our land is free.
(A tempo)
A tempo
Massachusetts.